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STATUTE
“ŚWIATŁO” contest

MOKiS [Myślenice`s Sport and Culture Centre] and International Association
for Graphic Art Triennial in Kraków are happy to announce the “ŚWIATŁO”

contest for students and school children. It will be a part of the “Small Triennial
of Graphic Art in Myślenice”.

$1

Contest “ŚWIATŁO” [Eng. light] is being organized for the second time and will
be incorporated into the promotion of International Triennial of Graphic Art –

Kraków 2009. The contest itself aims at inviting young people to creatively
answer a given topic and to put their answers in an artistic form.

$2

Organizers allow for the participants to choose techniques and ways of
completing the task. Although the work itself has to be contemporary

interpretation of a “Światło”(Eng.light) or has to stay within the given topic.

$3

The participant will have to provide works on paper, with maximum size of 50x70
done in one of following techniques:

classical graphics, computer graphics, computer photography, mixed techniques,
collages.

$4

The contest is available for the young people (high school teenagers, students)
from Myślenice`s region and for all willing teenagers from Poland and other

countries.
The registration form will be available on www.mokis.art.pl and also there is a

possibility to register via phone [12] 272 15 11



$5

The contest will be announced in local newspapers and on web pages of MTG
Kraków - http://www.triennial.cracow.pl/ , http://www.malopolskie.pl/ ,

and www.mokis.art.pl
Registration forms with the signed works (name, surname, address, age, school)
are to be sent up to 25.11.2015 to MOKiS 32-400 Myślenice, ul. Piłsudskiego 20

$6

Jury chosen by MOKiS will select the best works, which will be awarded with
items and money. There will be an exhibition of the best works during the

postcontest
exhibition : vernissage 8.12.2015

The contest will be settled on 30.11.2015

$7

Laureates` works will NOT be returned. The rest of works are to be taken back
till the end of the year in MOKiS.

secretary of the contest and the exhibition`s commissioner: M. Anita Werner



REGISTRATION FORM
Małe Myślenickie Triennale Grafiki 2015r.

“ŚWIATŁO”
[“Light”]

1. Full author`s name _______________________________

2. Title of work ___________________________________

3. Age and school __________________________________

I hereby accept Triennial`s statute:

____________________________
[signature]

Please fill in the form in legible handwriting.


